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Abstract—The overall goal of the electricity market is to
provide electricity in an efficient way while meeting the demands
of the consumers. The competition and regulations are the
different way to achieve this goal. The traditional electricity
market is facing challenges in integrating the new sources of
generation of electricity, technology, infrastructure, increasing
demand and the consumer-oriented market. It has shifted the
paradigm towards new market design which will be able to fit
in existing market structure. One of such electricity market is
local electricity market. The benefits of local power generation,
storage and demand response all cooperate together and peer-
to-peer model enables the participation of all participants of
the market. It uses information and communication technology
(ICT) for sustainable and efficiently transfer of electricity to the
consumers. It integrates the distributed generation, microgrid,
and smart grid into one electricity market at distribution side.

Index Terms—Traditional electricity market; Local electricity
markets.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electricity market is a system compromise of genera-
tion, transportation, and selling of electricity to the consumers.
Antecedently, the electric utilities were vertically integrated,
means, the generation, the transmission, and the distribution
incorporated by a single firm Fig.1. [1]. These companies
were responsible for production as well as retailing, hence,
the monopoly over the electricity in their area. Thus, the price
was regulated. The need for risk-free finance to enhance in-
frastructure, global economic crisis, and pressure on financial
institutes are primary hurdles faced by these companies.

Fig. 1. Vertically Integrated Electricity Market Structure

Beginning with 1990s, reformation of the electricity sector,
many countries move towards the unbundling of vertically
integrated utilities into centralization or competitive and non-
competitive electricity market segments [2]. The generation,

transmission, and distribution are considered as different firm.
The participants buy/sell (electricity and services) with the
intention of making profits, and the market is organized by
the exchange or facilitators. The risk involves in market prices,
and demand, change in technology, management technology,
credit, etc. is now shifted from only consumers to all the
players of the electricity market through a competitive envi-
ronment [1,2]. The competitive market is created on the pillars
of imbalances, congestion management, ancillary services and
scheduling and dispatch [1].

New competitive and non-competitive segments are fac-
ing challenges of maintaining the demand and affordability
of electricity along with the environmental concern, climate
change, and depleting energy resources [3,4]. The advance-
ment in production and usage of electric power is widened.
Solutions to the existing problems lie in the actual conditions
of the power sector and local framing of the problems and
the solutions targeted to those conditions. Although the reform
needed in the traditional electricity market is an economic and
technical process, but the social, environmental and politics
involvement cannot be neglected [5]. This paper introduces
the concept of local electricity market (LEM) as one of
the solutions to the problem faced by traditional electricity
markets.

This paper is organized as follow. In Section II the tra-
ditional electricity market (TEM) and the challenges faced
by TEM is discussed. In Section III, the concept of LEM
is discussed. The local grid design and trading mechanism of
LEM are discussed in Section IV. Opportunities and barriers
of LEM are discussed in Section V, VI respectively. Section
VII concludes the paper.

II. TRADITIONAL ELECTRICITY MARKET
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The actors in electricity market include the participants
(producer, trader, retailer, and consumers) and the market
facilitators (Transmission System Operator (TSO), Indepen-
dent System Operator (ISO) and Distribution System Operator
(DSO)), Fig. 2. It compromises of wholesale electricity market
and retail electricity market.

A. Wholesale Electricity Market (WEM)

The electricity market structure under the wholesale com-
petition is shown in Fig. 3. The market participants in-
clude Gencos (generating companies), Transco (transmission
companies), Discos (distribution companies), customers and
Independent System Operator (ISO). Generating companies
compete to sell electricity to competing buyers (Discos and
large customers) connected to the high voltage transmission
network. Discos provides bundled services to the consumers.
ISO provides non-discriminatory open access to transmission
network to all users, manages the congestion and network
constraints, provides ancillary and balancing services, and
administrate energy loss. The risk of power plant construction
and technology enhancement now shifted to Gencos only [1,6].

Fig. 3. Wholesale Electricity Market

Central auction (PoolCo or Power Exchange) and bilateral
trading are two basic market trading mechanism of WEM.
In central auction, Gencos and Discos submit their bids in
price and volume in the forward market. Market is cleared
when equilibrium is set between incremental (marginal) supply
and demand curves. Forward markets run in advance of
delivery time (day-ahead, hour-ahead and in real-time) giving
the opportunity to generating units to schedule their power
output according to demand. In bilateral contracts, power
trading takes place directly between the seller and buyers
through direct contracts [6]. The trade includes energy supply,
contracts for reserves, ancillary services and other services
also. Bilateral contracts help in hedging price volatility in a
central auction [6]. Despite interaction between supply and
demand, WEM has following drawbacks:

• Small consumers do not have the option of choosing their
supplier and get power only from their affiliated Disco.
The benefit of price from the wholesale competition is
not accessible to customers as the price is still regulated
for them [1].

• Due to transmission constraints, the supplier raises the
electricity price above the competition level [7]. It results
in strategic bidding through locational marginal price

and thus results in market power causing market inef-
ficiency. Expansion of transmission lines involves all the
stakeholders and is a complicated process which requires
economic analysis [1]. Thus, transmission lines limits act
as a bottleneck between the generation and increasing
electricity demand.

• Liquidity, the ability to sell or purchase the electricity
without much change in bid-offer price, is required in
WEM to trade and manage the risk. Small generating
units face barrier during entry in the market due to the
insufficient liquidity and transparency [7]. It limits the
competition and ability to manage risk.

• WEM are not designed for the variable generation or
renewable energy sources (RES). In energy-only markets,
the price of electricity in the wholesale market is set
by system marginal cost. The Renewable sources have
negligible or zero marginal cost, resulting in reduced
need for higher-cost plants in the market for power
generation. They got government support like Feed-in-
Tariff, subsidy, etc. and did not rely on the market to
cover their cost. In typical operating markets, it does not
promote competition where the generating unit of the low
cost will enter into the market to lower the price for other
producers. It gives rise to Pecuniary externalities as other
producers do not get any such support when playing in
the same market [10].

• Electricity Generation from RES is intermittent in nature
and increases price risk due to divergence caused by
day-ahead and real-time electricity prices. The backup
generation recommended in such case have a great flexi-
bility which comes with an enormous marginal cost. The
cost of ancillary services is also get increased due to its
requirement in matching the demand and supply.

B. Retail Electricity Market (REM)

REM is shown in Fig. 4. The distribution and supply system
is unbundled. The Distribution System Operator (DSO), is
regulated and provide access of distribution network to the
supplier (retailer) who deliver electricity to end-user. In REM
the drawback of WEM is eliminated by giving access to
the consumer to choose the retail service. The distribution
market becomes more competitive as free entry to retails is
provided. Now, the consumers can change their retailers for
better services and price. The retail market is going through
following challenges:

Fig. 4. Retail Electricity Market Structure



• Due to the less attention towards demand side, the rising
electricity bills and the less competition in the retail
market, are not able to provide the full benefits of retail
business, particularly to households and small industrial
clients [8].

• The wholesale electricity price is varying in nature, and
the retailer charges a fixed averaged out the amount of
price from the consumers. The fixed cost of power to the
consumer do not give them the opportunity to take benefit
of low-cost power during off-peak load [9].

• The consumers face problems in switching between sup-
pliers due to execution, cancellation and cost of the whole
process, resulting in less consumer participation in the
retail markets, making it less competitive [10].

• In rural and remote areas, the affordability of electric
power is the concern issue. The investment cost in
transmission and distribution (T & D) lines are high. The
economic condition of the customer is also regarded. The
cost of power is the major issue in rural area which is
done by providing subsidies to the customers. Thus, the
electrification process is followed by high risk and low
rate of return [11].

• The customer pays a fixed amount even on varying cost
of electricity production [12]. Thus, the system operator
is not able to alter the energy use pattern of the customer
to shed peak power demand. Unavailability of demand
response creates local power in electricity market which
reduces competition.

• Consumer demand is inflexible, unplanned and follows
seasonal change. The system operator keeps track on
the generating unit and spinning reserve to balance the
system. Due to variable RES and requirement of backup
generation adds to the flexibility requirement for system
operator [13].

• Variable cost of wholesale market during base and peak
hour and the additional investment cost of large-scale
renewable generation are added to the customer bill
through retailer [14]. The cost of T & D network is also
reflected in the bill which increases due to congestion in
transmission lines and increasing power demand.

III. LOCAL ELECTRICITY MARKET (LEM)

The wholesale and retail markets are facing problems which
can be reduced by the joint operation of generation, storage
and demand response which can be fulfilled by LEM. First,
the concept of LEM is discussed.

A. Local Electricity Sources

Distributed Generation can support the power system at lo-
cal and global levels [15,16]. In local level, it allows supplying
locally generated power to local consumers at local distribution
network. The local electricity generation may include the
industry based power and heat generators [18], the prosumers
(who act as consumers as well as producers) as a communal
heat and power producers, some locally established small to
medium scale electricity generation power plants.

B. Local Grid

Local grid, with respect to LEM, compromises of energy
sources, loads, and energy storage units grouped together and
designed to operate in an independent or, in coordination with
central electric grid and/or to other local grids fulfilling the
energy demand of consumers. Various LEM share the same
distribution network. The source generates power when it can
generate; the load consumes power, and when the generation
exceeds the demand, then it can be stored and used when
demand exceeds the production. It can incorporate various
micro-grid, nano-grid, and pico-grid. It combines the benefit
of both, the individual power plant/locally produced power
and the conventional power plant. The local grid is designed
to accommodate the different size of source and load, types
of power output (AC/DC), and peer-to-peer model enabling
the participation of all the sources and consumers, connected
through high-speed information and communication system.

C. Design of LEM

The LEM can be categorized according to the locality
and drivers which support its planning, implementation, and
operation. The broad categorization is as follows, Fig.5:

1) Ownership: The creation and development of LEM need
base and active participants and stakeholders to participate,
involve, and interact. The community-owned LE emphasis on
the saving money by reduced electricity bills and thus, helping
in less power production by fossil fuels. Such plants are of the
people, for the people and by the people of the community.
The local authority owned LE address the transformation of
the community. It targets the reduction on bills of locality and
becomes a means to tackle fuel poverty. The privately inherited
LE are profit-making independent power plants to manage the
price risk in the community as well as to meet the undertaking
of principle focus on environmental sustainability. The local
community and privately owned LE can function as a joint
avenue to get benefits from both [19].

Fig. 5. Categorization of LEM

2) Delivery Mechanism: The installed power, type
(AC/DC), type of load & quantity of produced energy forms
the driving mechanism in LEM. The trading mechanism or
method followed between the market players, market clearing



and pricing mechanisms forms the market platform. The
services procured from market players can be price based or
incentive based.

3) The link between Local Community: The LE reduces
the energy demand on the traditional electricity system and
acts as a source of investment. Public understanding helps in
raising awareness of energy use and their role in environment
protection. The customer gets energy at a lower price as
compared to conventional energy due to non-involvement of
transmission and balancing cost.

4) Size: According to the locality sources & demand and
some small or independent/community joined forming a big
cluster can categorize the LE and share its benefits. Thus, it can
be small, medium or large size depending on the participants.

5) Structure of Local Electricity Market: The structure of
LEM incorporated with TEM is shown in Fig. 6. The retail
market and local energy market share the same distribution
network. The structure of local energy can be solved in two
contexts, that is, technical and economical. The technical
features include the power stability, voltage and frequency
stability, transient stability, active and reactive power control,
energy storage, etc. The business models, market structure,
energy market trading, metering, etc. are economical perspec-
tives of local energy.

Fig. 6. Local Electricity Market Structure

IV. TRADING IN LEM
The design of local electricity market depends on the

characteristics and objectives of the participants/actors, that is,
electricity producers, consumers, suppliers, network operators,
aggregator, etc. A large number of users are connected through
the bi-directional flow of energy and information give rise to
local grid manager/aggregator to react between customers and
utility during market and network signals for the operation of
the grid in optimal economic condition, Fig. 7. The market
participants trade different market products while operating
at different market levels to improve economic performance.
In LEM, the aggregator participates in energy trading and
provides services to the distribution grid [17]. The Local Grid
Controller (LGC) interact with the local electricity resources
and the aggregator. It is responsible for managing demand side
response, optimization and transfer of locally generated power
with the main grid or another local grid via an aggregator.
Decision-making, managing big data, keeping the records and
billing is done by the LGC only.

The control strategy required for the grid stability includes
both the analog (voltage, frequency, rotor angle, transient
stability) and digital (demand response, energy storage, DG,
metering, market trading, system monitoring) control goals
[21]. The market balancing services (frequency, voltage, ancil-
lary services, etc.), the trading mechanism (Bilateral contracts,
auctions, supermarkets, etc.) and congestion management tech-
niques are required for reliability, securityband affordability
of the supply. LEM has energy management ability thus, is
helpful for short-term power balancing [21-23].

Fig. 7. Local Market Design

Various prosumer oriented business models with transac-
tions designs are presented to make the choice between the
market value of the consumptions and the electricity price
[26]. The demand response is motivated by implementing the
local markets. Thus, the process acts as controlled source and
load. It can be managed using price-based or incentive-based
programs. The market has forecasted module and unit com-
mitment module to set day-ahead market price [22]. Real-time
pricing program and demand bidding strategy with shifting
and/or curtailing load are presented giving flexibility to the
network [23-24]. The trading of energy in local grid involves
peer to peer trading or centralized trading. The mathematical
framework [25] for trading electricity can be categorized by
decentralized solution (Auction mechanism, Stackelberg game,
Non-cooperative game), Centralized solution (Single Objective
maximization), and Simulation-based solution (Reinforcement
learning, Q-learning, etc.)

Fig. 8. Local Electricity Market mechanism

The market mechanism is shown in Fig. 8. The Pro-



sumers/DG/Consumer send the power demand and the gener-
ation to the LGC. The LGC prepares auction while bidding is
done by Prosumers/DG/Consumer and aggregator considering
the energy price and volume. The LGC and aggregator may
take benefit of intra-market [26]. The market system operator
matches the bid and power requirement through an aggregator,
MSO, and TSO/DSO. The TSO/DSO consist of day-ahead
and real-time markets. The intra-market helps in adjusting
the clearing real-time market via an aggregator. After market
clearance, the results are passed on. The aggregator provides
the service and power is purchased/delivered through LGC to
the Prosumers/DG/Consumers.

V. OPPORTUNITIES WITH LEM

The LEM serves as a tool to climate change and carbon
mitigation technique with energy security to serve electricity
at an affordable price. Along with these benefits, the LEM has
following opportunities:

A. Mitigation of market power

The demand response acts as a congestion reduction tool
for the local market power. Load demand forecasting by LEM
serves as a decision variable during the optimization done by
the TSO. The market price depends on the customer need and
helps in reducing the congestion cost and the value of surplus
energy provided by the remote generating source [27].

B. Flexibility and Security to Consumers

Through electricity trading and available options, the user
can choose power from different available sources. Both
the supply side and demand side get the benefit and direct
involvement in energy demand and its reduction during peak
hours. Storage option available to consumers and prosumers
helps to balance the crust and troughs of energy use pattern.
Hence, enhancing energy security.

C. Demand Response Management

The peak power demand can be reduced effectively when
the time-of-use rates and the real-time price is applied at the
demand side. The use of energy efficient equipment can reduce
the energy consumption. Private power plants can cooperate
during price vulnerability to provide demand response.

D. Provides Ancillary Services

The load response compromises of many small generating
units and hence, helpful in providing the ancillary services
during normal condition and system contingencies. The ser-
vices LEM can provide includes continuous regulation, load
following, energy imbalance, spinning reserve, replacement
reserve and backup supply [28,29].

E. Reduced Operating Cost

The LE, being a part of the distribution network, do not
incorporate high-voltage elements; reduce power quality im-
provement, and safety benefits. The cost of transmission and
distribution of power and the investment in the expansion of
transmission line would get reduced [30].

F. Support to Medium-Size RE Power Plant

The medium-size (5-50 MW) power plants face difficulty
in competing with large power producers in the wholesale
electricity market [31]. Medium size RE power plants can stay
in the market operating on the distribution network.

G. Support Smart-Grid

LEM helps in the establishment of the smart grid by using
smart meters and energy efficiency appliances as a home
management system. The contribution of ICT helps in transfer
of information and gives accommodation to all the generating
and storing elements, promoting automation.

VI. BARRIERS IN LEM

LEMs deals with the linking and connecting energy, econ-
omy, and environment. The electricity market and the system
are interlinked. The barriers to development of LEM are
reflected in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Barriers in LEM

A. Technical

Technical barriers include the design, installation, availabil-
ity of local source, infrastructure, and skill requirement for
operation and maintenance of LEM. The high batteries cost
affects the storage of the electrical energy. ICT is necessary
for appropriate functioning of market, to monitor and control
the data needed for taking decisions in the operation of LEM.
Even though LEM is beneficial in congestion management
and reducing investment in transmission lines, it increases the
congestion on distribution line due to bi-directional power
flow. The grid codes for distribution network need to be
revised.

B. Economical

Energy and economy are interlinked. Technology and struc-
ture can meet energy demand which is driven by the level
of revenue and finance. The cost and payback period of
the RE-based power plant is high. Thus, the customer may
give priority to low initial cost system instead of minimizing
the operating cost [13]. Thus, the financial mechanism is
required to reduce the initial cost of the plant. Long run
power purchase agreements may cause hindrance during the
market evolution. Various business and financial models are
required for the participation of cooperative, local community



trust, privatization, and joint government-private partnership to
support the economics of the LEM.

C. Environmental

The easily accessible storage options for prosumer is the
battery. The toxic properties of the battery during dumping
and decomposition makes a hazardous effect on the ecosystem.
Geographical dependency and land requirement for medium-
sized power plant are concern issue during the establishment
of RE power plant. The noisy operation of wind turbine,
small fuel based power plant causes pollution and have to
be implemented away from residential areas.

D. Policy

Planning of LEM includes participants, objectives, policies,
tools, procedures, and strategies needed during implementation
of the LEM in the present scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION

The solutions to TEM can be met by LEM. It gives
individual as well as combined benefit of generation, storage
and demand response at low and medium voltage level at
the load side. The LEM can serve as an ancillary services
provider, reducing the burden on balancing market required
for meeting power demand. It opens doors for the interactive
grid and customer participation. The LEM work with TEM
by considering LGO as a load. Thus, the complexity to the
TEM can be reduced by clustering the household and small
commercial/industry load in one unit which is arranged and
managed by the LGO and aggregator. The barriers to LEM
can be reduced by enhancing the distribution grid codes and
ICT technology for providing the instant data flow between
the market participants. Economic feasibility can be achieved
by considering different business models and time scale of the
market.
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